An investigation of the microwave spectra of ethyl cyanide CH 3CH 2CN and the isotopes C H 2D CH 2CN, CH 3CD2CN was carried out. The ground vibrational state of CH 3C H 2CN was re examined under high resolution to give three centrifugal distortion constants D j , D j k and D k ■ From the rotational constants of the ground vibrational state of CH 3CH 2CN, CH3CD2CN, CH 2D CH 2CN (symmetric) and CH 2D C H 2CN (asymmetric). C H 3C H 2,3CN and CD3CHDCN a r0-structure is derived. For the isotopes CH 3CD2CN, CH 2D C H 2CN (symmetric) and CH 2DCH2CN (asymmetric) the diagonal elements yaa, ybb and yC c of the quadrupole tensor with respect to the principal axes of inertia were deduced from the hyperfine structure of the rotational lines. The offdiagonal element yab for CH3CD2CN and C H 2D C H 2CN (symmetric) and the principal elements '/.zz > Xxx of the quadrupole coupling tensor were obtained from yaa, ybb of the two molecules and from the principal axis rotation angle about the c-axis produced by isotopic substitution. For the analysis of the rotational spectra in the first excited states of methyl torsion and the lowest frequency in plane bending vibration of normal ethyl cyanide a molecular model with two internal degrees of freedom is considered. From the rotational line splittings in both states the coefficients Vo and V6 of the Fourier expansion of the potential hindering the internal rotation of the methvl group are determined.
The microwave spectrum of ethyl cyanide (propionitrile) was previously studied by several authors. A molecular structure was proposed in an investigation by Lerner and D aily1 . The emphasis of the microwave studies reported by Laurie 2 is on the dipole moment, 14N-quadrupole coupling and barrier to internal rotation of the methyl group. The determination of the quadrupole coupling constants was completed by Li and Harmony 3.
Our microwave studies of ethyl cyanide were ex tended to further isotopic species of this molecule -CH3CD2CN and C H ,D C H XN -in order to ob tain a more reliable restructure as well as the prin cipal elements of the quadrupole coupling tensor. A large part of this work is the investigation of the interaction of overall rotation and the two lowest frequency vibrations, which are the methvl-torsion and the CCN-in-plane bending vibration. The effects of this interaction have been observed in the rota tional spectra of the first excited torsional and vi brational state of the normal molecule, CH;JCH2CN.
Experimental
The microwave measurements wT ere carried out in the frequency range from 8 to 41 GHz with a con ventional 100 kHz Stark modulation microwave spectrograph 4' 5 employing phase stabilized BW O's as radiation sources. The absorption cell was cooled with methanol flowing through a cooling jacket. The measurements were performed at temperatures of approximately -60 C and sample pressure of several microns.
Normal ethvl cyanide was obtained from Merck Company (Darmstadt) and was used without further purification. The isotopic ethyl cyanides, CH;iCDoCN and CHoDCHXN, were prepared from the cor responding deuterated ethyl iodides CH.jCDol (99 atom^> D, Roth, Karlsruhe) and CHoDCHoI (98 atom% D, Sharp & Dohme, München). The method of preparation was a modified Kolbe reaction6. Sodium cyanide was dispersed in a solution of the ethyl iodide in triethyleneglycol at room tempera ture. The mixture was then heated slowly to 110 °C and held at this temperature for 1 hour. A magnetic stirrer war used to keep the sodium cyanide well dispersed throughout the mixture. The final product was isolated by distillation in vacuo and dried over P ,0 5 . The purity of the sample was controlled gas chromatographically, the instrument used being a Beckman/GC-2 gas chromatograph (column, carbowrax 400). Impurities found were the isonitrile and ethyl iodide. The sample purity of the ethyl cyanide Avas ^ 99.5% so that additional purification was unnecessary.
G round V ibrational State
All rotational transitions were clearly identified by their Stark pattern or nuclear quadrupole hyper- the //a-transitions are about 8 times more intense than the //^-lines of comparable line strength. We investigated only rotational transitions up to the rotational quantum number J = 6 for which no line splitting due to internal rotation of the methyl group was resolvable in the ground vibrational state.
The measured rotational transitions of the normal ethyl cyanide are listed in Table 1 . The measured frequencies are compared with the spectrum of a centrifugal distorted asymmetric rotor. As the experimental data are not sufficient to determine all parameters in Watson's form ula7, we cor rected the asymmetric rigid rotor energy levels
EjK-K + (d, B, C) as follows:
Equation (1) approximates Watson's formula for the near symmetric top. The molecular constants in (1), resulting from a least squares fitting procedure including all measured lines, are given in Table 2 . The rotational line frequencies of 1,1-dideuteroethyl cyanide, CH3CD2CN, are listed in Table 3 . The measurements are compared with an asymmetric rigid rotor pattern obtained from a least squares fit including the rotational transitions up to ] = 2. The rotational constants and moments of inertia are given in Table 4 .
In the case of 2-monodeutero-ethyl cyanide, CH2DCH2CN, two rotational spectra were found corresponding to the position of the deuteron with The rotational frequencies and molecular con stants of both isomeric forms are given in Tables 5, 6 , 7 and 8 . The rotational constants and the fre quencies calculated from these constants are derived from a least squares analysis of rotational lines up to J = 2 , analogous to the case of the CH3CD2CN isotope. Lerner and D aily1 derived six restructure parameters from six rotational constants, which are the B and C constants of normal ethyl cyanide and of the CH3CH213CN and CD.jCHDCN isotopes. This experimental information appeared to us be insuf ficient to obtain reliable values for the proposed structural parameters. Therefore, we decided to re vise the restructure taking into account all available experimental data. The structure fitting calculations were based on a least squares procedure including the rotational constants A, B, C of C H 3C H 2C N ,
The error equations were weighted with the relative uncertainties of the rotational constants given in Table 1 0 . The A rotational constant of C H 3C H 213C N was calculated from the B and C constants and the inertia defect of normal ethvl cyanide with the as sumption that the inertia defect is equal for both molecules.
Assuming that ethyl cyanide has Cs-configuration symmetry and deuteration does not change bond distances and bond angles, the number of indepen dent structural parameters reduces to 13.
An attempt to fit all these parameters leads to illconditioned normal equations. To improve these equations we assumed further that the CCN-bond angle is equal to 180", that the methyl group is C3-symmetric, and that its symmetry axis is coaxial with the CC-bond axis (ethyl group). The least squares analysis then yields a restructure which is given in Table 9 by 9 independent structural para meters. The larger standard errors of the CN-and CC-bond distances (cyano group) indicate high correlation between both parameters. In order to obtain more precise values and finally a restructure we have begun the microwave investigation of fur ther isotopic species of this molecule. The proposed structure for the ethyl cyanide molecule is illustrated in Figure 1 . The rotational constants resulting from this structure are compared with the experimental values in Table 10 . a Calculated with the rotational constants from Table 6 and asymmetric rigid rotor formula. b Hyperfine component shifts calculated with the quadrupole coupling constants from Table 11 . a Calculated with the rotational constants from Table 8 and asymmetric rigid rotor formula, b Hyperfine component shifts calculated with the quadrupole coupling constants from Table 11 . c Further components obscured by another line. . Except for the last two isotopes the same set of rotational lines (up to J -2) was used. The given uncertainties of the rotational constants are standard errors. They were used as error weights for the structure determination. As a consequence the rotational constants given for normal ethyl cyanide are slightly dif ferent from those of Table 2 . b Rotational constants calculated using structure in Table 9 . c Obtained from rigid rotor fits using the data from Reference 1. Errors are twice the standard errors, d Estimated from the inertia defect of normal ethyl cyanide; A = l c -Ib -l a = -6.141 amu Ä2. d Obtained from the /-"-structure of Table 9 .
Quadrupole Coupling Constants
Applying the usual first order theory the diagonal elements of the quadrupole coupling tensor with respect to the principal axes of inertia for all three deuterated forms of ethyl cyanide were deduced from the hyperfine structure of the rotational lines (listed in Table 3 , 5, 7). The results are given in Table 11 .
For the isotopes CH3CD2CN and CH2DCH2CN (symmetric) the c principal axis of inertia coincides by symmetry reasons with a principal axis (y) for the quadrupole coupling tensor. As a consequence only one off-diagonal element (%ab) of the coupling tensor is different from zero. This value for both molecules as well as the principal elements '/zz, % xx of the quadrupole coupling tensor can be obtained from the experimentally determined quantities xaa ? Zt,i) for the two molecules and from the principal axis rotation angle e about the c-axis produced by isotopic substitution 8.
The results are given in Table 11 . The compari son of the angle aa rotating the ^-tensor to diagonal form and the angle as between the a-axis and the N-bond axis *, indicates a possible inclination of * Obtained from the r0-structure.
CN-bond direction to the 2-axis of the /-tensor. The field gradient asymmetry i] points out a possible deviation from cylindrical symmetry. The uncer tainties of the results which were calculated with simple Gauss error propagation law are however rather large because of the small angle f. Within the given inaccuracies the results are in agreement with those of Li and Harmony 3 who analyzed the hyperfine structure of normal ethyl cyanide and concluded that the charge distribution about the CN-bond is cylindrically symmetric. They assumed implicitely that the CN-bond axis is colinear with the z-prinzipal axis of the quadrupole coupling ten sor **.
More reliable results may be expected from the hyperfine structure analysis of the rotational lines of CD3CH0CN compared with CH3CD0CN because the angle e will then be about twice as large as in the case considered here. This will be the object of a further investigation.
Excited Vibrational States
The two strongest sets of satellite lines which have been observed near the ground state //"-lines were already assigned by Laurie 2 to the rotational transitions in the first excited state of methyl tor sion and the first excited state of another low fre quency vibration which may be described as a "CCN-in plane" bending vibration (see below). In the following treatment these two excited states will be labelled with vnvQ= lO and vavq = Ol, respec tively.
In addition to the //"-lines we assigned the /fe lines in the excited vibrational states va vq -10,01 .
Their assignment was difficult because of the weak absorption and the strong dependence on the A rotational constant which was only approximately given by the //"-transitions.
The observed rotational lines in the states va vq = 10,01 -listed in Tables 12 and 13 of both vibrational states, which was already point ed out by Laurie 2 and is discussed in detail in the following sections. As a consequence of such an interaction the constants in Eq. (1), given in Table  14 , can not be interpreted in the usual sense but should be regarded as empirical constants which allow a comparison of measured and calculated frequencies for assignment and a prediction of new lines.
The presense of rotation-torsion-vibration inter action in the rotational spectra is particularly in dicated by the strong dependence of the effective A rotational constant on the vibrational state. The values determined for the A constant of the excited states vnv(l = 10(01) are about 2 GHz larger (smaller) than the ground state constant, whereas the B and C constants are different by only a few MHz.
In addition the excited state ///,-lines exhibit split tings due to the internal rotation of the methyl group which cannot be interpreted by the commonly used Rigid Frame-Rigid Top (RF-RT) model theory 10-u . The splittings of the //^-type transitions in the first excited torsional state (uai;f/ = 10) are about 50% larger than the values obtained from RF-RT-model theory using Laurie's V3 value2 ob tained from //"-line splittings. This discrepancy in the RF-RT-model cannot be removed by taking into account higher order potential coefficients for the Fourier expansion of the potential hindering inter nal rotation. Moreover, the //^-lines in the first excited CCN-in plane bend vibrational state (vavq = 0 1 ) were also split into doublets with a mean value of approximately 1 MHz. If no interaction between this vibration and torsion takes place, these splittings should be unresolvable, as splittings of rotational lines in the ground state of both torsion and vibration have been neither expected nor ob served. In order to get a more satisfactory inter pretation of the measured rotational spectra we have a molecular model in which two internal degrees of freedom are considered. These are the hindered internal rotation of a methyl group about its sym metry axis and another low frequency vibration.
Ham iltonian
The quantum mechanical Hamiltonian which is used here for the analysis of the rotational spectra in the first excited states of both methyl-torsion and "CCN-in plane" bending vibration of ethyl cyanide was derived by Dreizler 12 . A more detailed treat- ment was recently given by Mäder et alii 13. This Hamiltonian is based on a molecular model for which the other vibrations are assumed to be negli gible and for the applicability of which two assump tions are made: (i) the internal rotor has at least C3-symmetry about its internal rotation axis,
Transition frequencies
(ii) the configuration of the internal rotor is un affected by the vibration. We think that both assumptions, which lead to es sential simplifications in the theoretical treatment of the model, represent a good approximation for methyl groups. Assumption (i) has already turned out to be admissible in the RF-RT-approach, al- though the restructure determinations of some molecules have indicated that methyl groups are not exactly C3-symmetric. Assumption (ii) may be justified by the fact that all normal vibrations in volving methyl group deformations are rather well separated in frequency from the two low frequency vibrations considered here.
In the case of ethyl cyanide the considered vibra tion takes place in the symmetry plane (y 2) and the Hamiltonian may then be formulated with respect to a molecule orientated coordinate system in which no angular momentum produced by the vibration exists ("Eckart-System" 13) : For the analysis of the spectra the energy level scheme resulting from the eigenvalues of the Hamil tonian (2 ) has to be compared with the experimen tal data. The numerical treatment of this problem is discussed in detail in Reference 13.
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In order to evaluate the coefficients in (3) the restructure given in Table 9 is considered to be a good approximation for the rt,-structure, which should be known for the analysis.
The mode of the vibration considered is assumed to be approximately given by a normal coordinate analysis of the vibrational spectrum. For this pur pose we utilized programs assembled by Schacht schneider et al. 14 and modified them to run on the computer systems EL X 8 and PDP 10 of the Uni versity of Kiel. Using the valence force field constants given by Yamadera and Krimm 15 and comparing the results with the experimental data given by Duncan and Janz16 and Klaboe and Grundness1' the agreement is reasonable. The lowest frequency fundamental, which is of special interest here, was remeasured in the vapour phase using a Beckman-RIIC FS 720 Fourier interferome ter and was found to have a band center at 206.5 cm-1 ( ± 1.5 cm" 1) 18. Within the normal coordi nate approximation the deformation, which the molecule undergoes according to this vibration, turned out to be very sensitive to the particular choice of the force constants used. From these cal culations it is evident only that this lowest frequen cy in-plane vibration is mainly a mixture of CCNand CCC-angle deformation, whereby the CCC-angle increases as the N atom moves towards the a-axis (see Figure 1) . The amount of mixing is rather undetermined by the used set of force constants. In the following treatment of the Hamiltonian the con tribution of CCC-to CCN-bending is held fixed ne glecting contributions of further internal coordinates. The calculations are exemplary performed for two different percentage contributions, namely 30% and 60%. We expect to get more information about the vibrational mode from the additional analysis of the vibrational spectra of other ethyl cyanide iso topes, which will be the object of a further investi gation.
The vibrational coordinate q was chosen to be the deviation of the CCN-bond angle from equilibrium (180°) and is defined to be positive for an ap proach of the N atom to the a-axis.
With the above assumptions the components of the generalized tensor of inertia [(17) of Ref. 13] and the coefficients in the kinetic part of the Hamil tonian (2 ) were calculated for 11 values of q, varying q from -5 " to +5 in steps of 1 , and fitted to a fifth order polynomial. The expansion coefficients up to the second order for the two as sumed vibrational modes are given in Table 15 . The numerical method to evaluate the atomic coordinates with respect to the "Eckart-System7 ' is somewhat different from the procedure proposed in Refer ence 13. Instead of Eq. (58) 13 the exact formula (53) 13 is used to calculate the angle rotating the instantaneous principal axis system to the "EckartSystem", whereby the integrand of (53) 13 is ap proximated by a fifth order polynomial. The partial derivatives of the coordinates with respect to q are approximated from a polynomial expansion of the cartesian coordinates, such replacing the difference quotient approximation (55) 13. Up to second order coefficients of the fitting polynomials (Table 15) only the first and second order coefficient of G~x, M and W are modified by these changes of the numerical method. Terms involving the Coriolis coupling coefficient Lr (31 i) 13, (41 g) 13 have been omitted in the Hamiltonian (2), as Lx was found to be of the order of 10~4 Hz-rad and there fore does not influence the numerical results within the experimental uncertainties ( < 50 kHz).
For the numerical treatment of the eigenvalue problem of the Hamiltonian (2) a system of pro grams was written using different sets of basis functions and employing both exact diagonalization 19 and perturbation treatment 20 of the energy matrices. This procedure allowed a mutual check of the different approaches and of the programs, as decribed in detail in Reference13. All results pre sented here are based on exact diagonalization per formed for A-and Zs-species** of the symmetry group of the Hamiltonian (2) 13. ** For simplification of the programs a further factorisation of the energy matrices with respect to the A t and ^»-spe cies of D3 13 was not carried out. W' GHz rad-i a see (17) of Ref. Inaccuracies in the results possibly arise from the truncation of the infinite energy matrices neces sary for the numerical diagonalization. By succes sive extension of the rank of the truncated matrices the number of basis functions which is necessary for sufficient accuracy of the results *** was estimated.
Starting with the pure torsional part of the Hamiltonian (2) In the next step the energy matrix of the pure *** For the calculated rotational frequencies an accuracy bet ter than 10 kHz was required.
torsion-vibration part of the Hamiltonian (2), which does not contain total angular momentum compo nents, was set up in the basis of the products of the torsional eigenfunctions Uva0(a) and the har monic oscillator functions HvQ(q) 13. In order to get an estimate of the number of eigenfunctions which should be taken into account for the following diagonalization of the energy matrix of the total Hamiltonian (2 ), we first considered the limiting cases of pure rotation-vibration and rotation-torsion (RF-RT) interaction. The rotation-vibration interaction requires four vibrational eigenfunctions for sufficient accuracy of the rotational frequencies in the first excited vibra tional state. Regarding the rotation-torsion inter action six torsional eigenfunctions are necessary for the desired precision of the rotational frequencies in the first excited torsional state.
The inclusion of torsion-vibration interaction modifies the above results. The precision of the torsion-vibration eigenvalues and of the operator matrix elements which enter into the coupling to rotation is dependent on the number of productfunctions Uvaa(a) ■ Hrq(q) and may be estimated from the accuracy of the rotational line frequencies by taking into account first all torsion-vibration eigenfunctions (Pranrq{a, q) 13 which result from the torsion-vibration problem and are thus available for the diagonalization of the energy matrix of the total Hamiltonian (2). Sufficient accuracy is ob tained with seven torsional functions Ur"o(a) and six vibrational functions Hr,,(q) *.
In the next step it could be shown that it was possible to reduce the 42 available torsion-vibration eigenfunctions (L>ranrq{a, q) in number by omitting states of high energy. The restriction to those basis function 0vaar(l(a, q) which belong to the 18 lowest torsion-vibration energy states** does not change the rotational line frequencies within the desired limits af accuracy.
Further inaccuracies in the numerical results may arise from rounding off errors. In order to get an estimate of their magnitude we compared the out comes of X8 -and PDP 10-computer runs. The double word precision of the X 8 -calculations with 12 decimal digits was found to be sufficient, as no change of the results within the experimental un certainties was noted when the calculations were performed with the PDP 10 computer using double word precision with 16 decimal digits***.
Results and Discussion
The interpretation of the measured spectra of normal ethvl cyanide on the basis of the molecular model with the two internal degrees of freedom for torsion and vibration was difficult. The time spent for the numerical calculations which were necessary for the comparison of measured and calculated frequencies was considerable *f. The dependence of the rotational frequencies on the a priori unknown potential constants in the Hamiltonian (2) is more obscure than in the RF-RT-model where in most cases only one potential constant (V3) is determined. In order to test the applicability of the molecular model we compared the rotational line splittings for the excited states ^" f^O l and 10 and the dif ference of the effective rotational constants to the ground state constants. The effective rotational con stants which belong to a torsion-vibration state vn vq may be defined from the rotational transitions
For the comparison of measurement and calculation we considered only the changes of the effective rota tional constants with the torsion vibration state in order to partly eliminate the influence of structural inaccuracies on the absolute line frequencies.
With (4) and the experimental data from Tables  1, 12 , 13 the differences from the first to ground state constants are: The available experimental information was not suf ficient to determine all molecular constants in the Hamiltonian (2) . For that reason the constants in the kinetic part of H were held fixed as described above and an attempt was made to fit only the poten tial constants.
The band center frequency of the bending vibra These constants may be deduced from 'hot band' measurements or anharmonicity constants resulting from combination bands. Model calculations with the inclusion of anharmonicity constants showed that for the evaluation of the microwave spectra only the value of the vibrational frequency is essen tial. These constants were therefore assumed to be zero for the following analysis. A further possible influence of the torsion-vibration potential coupling coefficients V$/, Vgc" on the vibrational frequency was not considered when determining the vibra tional force constant k>q . With the above negli gences this constant is given by the vibrational fundamental frequency co and the "inverse reduced mass" M° -= co~/M° -so that the energy level scheme resulting from the pure vibrational operator is in agreement with the infrared measure ment. Possible energy level displacements by the potential coupling to torsion and the inaccurate determination of the band center frequency will be regarded in the error discussion (see below). In order to get an estimate of the methyl-torsion barrier height, the RF-RT-model theory may be used for the analysis of the splittings of three //alines as done by Laurie 2. It can be shown that the main contribution to these splittings arises from the diagonal matrix elements of the operator pfX in the basis of the functions Ucan(a) for .E-species (o = i l ) . These matrix elements are assumed to be only slightly influenced by torsion-vibration inter action . Using Van-Vleck perturbation treatment11 they lead to first order terms in the resulting ef fective Hamiltonian containing linear angular momentum components Py and P,. These linear terms are essential as the operator P2 gives rise to matrix elements connecting the rotational states 
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Z\Hva a V q = as Qy is small compared to Q j (see Table 15 ).
Moreover the neglect of rotational energy dif- These approximative results are confirmed by the exact numerical treatment using diagonalisation of the truncated energy matrices. The shift of the rotational constant A with torsion-vibration state and the //j,-line splittings are sensitively dependent on the energy difference of the first excited states of torsion and vibration. The observed effects of rotation-torsion-vibration interaction should, there fore, be different for isotopic ethyl cyanides where the vibrational frequency is shifted from that of normal ethyl cyanide. The proof of this presumption will be the object of a further investigation.
In the next step of the analysis we tried to pre dict both the observed rotational line splittings and the differences of the effective rotational constants (5) by varying V3 and V6 . With the assumed vibra tional modes it turned out to be impossible to simultaneously fit the splittings and the line fre quency shifts. This discrepancy, which could not be removed by taking into account the potential coupling coefficients V 3c' and V3r", may be the result of the approximations made in the molecular model and of an incorrect assumption of the vibra tional mode. The influence of further vibrations which are neglected here may give rise to essential contributions to the differences of the effective Band C-constants which are small compared to the changes of the effective ^-constant with torsionvibration state (5) . A simultaneous fit of these latter changes and the rotational line splittinigs requires not only a variation of V;} and V6 to change the energy difference of the states va vq = 01 and 10 but also that of the parameters which determine the vibrational motion and thus part of the constants in the kinetic part of the Hamiltonian (2).
This may be seen from the estimate (6 ) where the vibrational mode dependence is contained in the amount of Q / and the matrix element of q *. Model calculations with an arbitrarily varied Coriolis coupling constant Q/ indicate that a prediction of both line splittings and changes of the effective A rotational constant with torsion-vibration state should be possible. However it is then no longer possible to describe the vibration by a pure mixing of CCN and CCC-bending. Because of the complex way in which the vibrational motion enters into the analysis, the more elaborate treatment, which should include the variation of all vibrational mode depen dent constants in the kinetic part of the Hamil tonian, was deferred. Table 16 . Potential constants of the Hamiltonian (2) . In view of the reasons stated a least squares analysis for the determination of the potential con stants was carried out to fit only the splittings of the rotational lines. The fitting procedure included only a variation of the Fourier coefficients V3 and V6 of the hindering potential. The potential coupling coefficients which may be of the order of magnitude of V6 **, were assumed to be zero. Compared to V3 and V6 the influence of the potential coupling constant V$v on the energetic separation of the states v" vq = 01 and 10 is very slight. Its contribu tion to the rotational line splittings mainly arises from the matrix element of the operator q-cos 3 a, which connects these states in the basis Uvaa(a) Hrq(q) only for the E-species by symmetry reasons. To fit the potential constants V3 and V6 all line splittings up to 7 = 4 were included into the least squares procedure. Higher /-transitions could not be taken into account because of the core limitations of the available computer systems***. The results for both assumed vibrational modes are given in Table 16 and are near the estimates obtained from the //a-line splittings and the torsional fundamental frequency by means of RF-RT-model theory (see above). which leads only to a slight change of V3 and V6 especially influences the shift of the effective A rotational constant. This may indicate the possibility to simulta neously fit both line splittings and line frequency shifts with a modified vibrational mode which contains contributions from further internal coordi nates. The torsional fundamental frequency which was obtained from combination bands (see above) and which was not included in the analysis, is pre dicted within the limits of the estimated error ( ± 2 cm^1).
Regarding the possible uncertainties of the poten tial coefficients V3 and V6, the given standard er rors are rather meaningless as they do not contain systematic errors which arise from inaccuracies of the molecular structure and the vibrational mode, from simplifications of the numerical treatment and from neglections made in the used molecular model. The restructure which should be known for the analysis, is approximated by a restructure. The comparison with the results obtained from a preleminary structure * -V3 = 32371 GHz (3075 cal/ mole), F6= -1326 GHz ( -126 cal/mole) 19 -indicate the influence of structural uncertainties, which are mainly due to the inaccuracy of the moment of inertia of the top /" 22.
The influence of vibrational mode uncertainties is difficult to estimate as only two different modes were assumed in this investigation, and these modes take into account only a mixing of CCN-and CCCangle bending. More detailed information about the molecular configuration deformation according to the considered vibration may be obtained from the vibrational analysis of isotopic ethyl cyanides.
The inaccuracy of the measured vibrational fun damental frequency is about ±1. (2 ) up to the second order turns out to be valid already from a classical consideration. The expan sion coefficients up to the fifth order are approxima tely of the same order of magnitude and the mean vibrational amplitude** for the first excited vibra tional state is about 0.1 rad. As a consequence the contributions to the constants which arise from n-th order terms are about 1/ 10' of the contribution from the first order term for this vibrational ampli tude. These orders of magnitude, which indicate the validity of the truncation, are roughly reproduced by the results of quantum mechanical calculations up to n = '2. The results which were obtained by omitting the second order terms in the constants of the kinetic part of the Hamiltonian indicate that these second order terms collectively lead to contri butions of about 100 KHz to the ///,-line splittings and 200 MHz to the shifts of the effective A rota tional constants. This is about 10 v> of the observed effects of rotation-torsion-vibration interaction which are roughly predicted by the first order terms alone. The classical estimate is thus confirmed and the neglection of third and higher order terms in (3), which are expected to change the rotational line splittings only within the experimental uncertainties, may be valid.
The potential coupling terms V^c , V^c" and further potential constants which were not taken into account in the potential energy expansion of the Hamiltonian (2 ) could not be determined from the experimental information presently available. These constants, as well as the interaction constants to further vibrations which were not considered in the used molecular model, are contained in the given effective coefficients V3 and V6 of the Fourier expansion of the potential hindering the internal rotation of the methyl group.
The precise measurement of the absorption spectra of the spin-forbidden S0 -Tj electronic transitions in aromatic molecular crystals is usually only pos sible if some indirect method is used. The mutual annihilation of mobile triplet excitons in such crys tals can give rise to delayed fluorescence and the excitation spectrum of this kind of emission can be related to the S0 -Tx absorption spectrum1. In some cases, however, the quantum yield of delayed fluor escence may not be sufficiently high to allow mea surement of the excitation spectrum. Such a low yield can be due either to a low value of the triplet exciton lifetime (due e.g. to impurity quenching) or to a low value of the quantum yield of fluor escence.
An alternative method of measuring the S0 -Tx absorption spectrum involves the introduction of a suitable guest material into the crystal and sub sequent measurement of the excitation spectrum of the guest phosphorescence 2. The guest is chosen so that it effectively traps triplet excitons i.e. its triplet level must lie sufficiently below the triplet exciton band of the host crystal. At the same time the guest substance itself should have a high quantum yield of phosphorescence in the matrix isolated state. At low guest concentrations direct excitation of the guest triplet state can be neglected and indirect population takes place via the triplet exciton band of the host crystal. Consequently the observed guest phosphorescence depends linearly on the S0 -Tj absorption of the crystal (at the low intensities of excitation considered here, triplet exciton kinetics are dominated by monomolecular processes).
Pyrene (Tx 16,800 cm-1 3) was employed as the guest substance in both chrysene and fluoranthene. The polycrystalline samples containing ca. 10-3 mole/mole pyrene were cooled in liquid nitrogen in order to reduce the rate of thermal release of trap ped triplet states into the exciton band and the red pyrene phosphorescence was measured as a function of the excitation wavelength (slit width 2 nm) in a conventional phosphoroscope arrangement. The ex citation spectra obtained in this way were normal ised linearly to constant excitation quantum flux density. By way of comparison the phosphorescence spectra of both chrysene and fluoranthene in methyl cyclohexane were measured and corrected for mono chromator and photomultiplier characteristics.
The spectra obtained are shown in Fig. 1 and the positions of the vibrational peaks are listed in Table 1 . A small red shift in the 0 -0 transition on going from the isolated molecule to the crystal is
